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Investment Highlights

EAST LACHLAN – WORLD CLASS GOLD-COPPER TERRAIN

Diverse porphyry and related mineralisation styles
- >80Moz Gold (Au) and >13Mt Copper (Cu) regional endowment (Phillips 2017)
- Cadia Valley – Au-Cu Porphyry Cluster (Newcrest)
- Northparkes – Cu-Au Porphyry Cluster (CMOC/Sumitomo)
- Cowal - Epithermal Au + Porphyry (Evolution)

ADVANCED TARGET PORTFOLIO

Four advanced projects covering 1,049km² acquired from Gold Fields in 2014. Gold Fields have spent ~$14m identifying over 60 targets, many now drill ready, and retains a 11% interest in MAG
- Junee Narromine Belt (Northparkes and Cowal)
- Molong Belt (Cadia Valley and Boda)

THE GEOLOGY

MAG’s three porphyry projects have:
- Similar geological signatures as Cadia and Northparkes
- Exploration Au-Cu porphyry intercepts of a similar grade to Cadia East

MULTIPLE NORTHERN MOLONG BELT TARGETS SHOW SIMILARITIES WITH BODA AND CADIA EAST – PRIORITY TARGET AT LADY ILSE

Multiple Boda lookalikes on MAG Northern Molong Belt tenure
- Boda discovery (ALK) indicates the surface expression of Northern Molong Belt porphyries - gold-rich porphyry signature
- Same signature at Lady Ilse and other MAG targets
- Dominant tenure + advanced target portfolio in discovery hotspot

STRATEGIC POSITION IN THE PARKES FAULT ZONE, OROGENIC GOLD DISCOVERY HOTSPOT

Multiple Tomingley-type gold targets
- Tomingley Gold Operations (ALK) – Tomingley South discoveries over ~7km strike extent
- Magmatic’s Macgregors - Secrets, Stockmans define 20km orogenic gold trend with existing exploration results akin to equivalent exploration stage at Tomingley South discoveries

DIAMOND DRILLING AND ACCELERATED TARGET DEFINITION PROGRAMME

High impact drilling at Lady Ilse and accelerated target generation
- Gold & porphyry pathfinders defined in drilling with supportive geophysics point to the discovery of a porphyry giant at Lady Ilse
- MIMDAS advanced target definition at 3 projects
Corporate Snapshot

**CAPITAL STRUCTURE**

- Shares on issue*: 172,155,668
- Share price 19 Feb 2020: $0.34
- Market Capitalisation: $58.5m
- Cash*: $5.6m
- Options on Issue – unlisted: 50,000,000
  - Exercise price $0.10 to $0.605 expiry May 2020 to Nov 2022
- Options on Issue – listed MAGOA & MAGO: 44,533,321
  - Exercise price $0.10 and $0.30, expiry 30 August 2021 and 17 May 2020

**BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND SENIOR MANAGEMENT**

- Executive Chairman: David Richardson
- Managing Director: Peter Duerden
- Non-Executive Director: David Berrie
- Non-Executive Director: David Flanagan
- Company Secretary: Tony Walsh
- Exploration Manager: Steven Oxenburgh

**MAGMATIC SHAREHOLDING BLOCKS**

- Directors: 35.6%
- Gold Fields: 11.2%
- HNW/Family offices/Institutions: +30%

* Allotment of $5 million capital raising anticipated to be on 20/2/20 - see ASX release 12/2/20
East Lachlan – A World Class Gold-Copper Terrain
Home to Australia’s largest gold mine

- World class gold-copper porphyry terrain, range of mineralisation styles

- Major gold, gold-copper mining operations
  - Cadia East Au-Cu mine:
    - Largest alkalic gold porphyry globally (Fox et al 2015)
    - Australia’s top producing gold mine and largest underground mine (Phillips 2017, Newcrest 2019)
      - Northparkes Cu-Au mine (China Moly/Sumitomo)
      - Cowal Au mine (Evolution)

- >80Moz Gold (Au) and >13Mt Copper (Cu) regional endowment (Phillips 2017)

- Two main fertile metallogenic belts, Molong (Au), Junee-Narromine (Cu-Au)

- Molong Belt - gold-rich porphyries - high value targets
East Lachlan – A World Class Gold-Copper Terrain

Strategic tenure position

- Advanced target portfolio and dominant tenure position in discovery hotspots
- Gold Fields and MAG spent ~$19m in target generation and definition (>60 porphyry + orogenic targets)
- Majors + mid caps building large tenure positions surrounding Magmatic projects, Freeport - McMoran, Fortescue Metals Group, Newmont, Sandfire
Advanced target portfolio and dominant tenure position in discovery hotspots

Gold Fields and MAG spent ~$19m in target generation and definition (>60 porphyry + orogenic targets)

Majors + mid caps building large tenure positions surrounding Magmatic projects, Freeport - McMoran, Fortescue Metals Group, Newmont, Sandfire
Boda discovery (ALK) indicates surface expression of gold porphyries in northern Molong Belt - proof of concept - new search space

Knowledge of the surface expression, key exploration criteria and an advanced target portfolio places Magmatic in a compelling position for near term Tier 1 discovery

Multiple advanced porphyry Au-Cu targets:
- Lady Ilse - Porphyry Au-Cu, under shallow (5-15m) cover, Boda lookalike but bigger
- Rose Hill - Porphyry Au-Cu mineralised system, inc. 73m @ 0.42% Cu, 0.3g/t Au from surface (MAG Prospectus ASX: 17/5/2017)
- Mayhurst, Ninety and multiple other Alkalic intrusive related targets

Strong potential to discover multiple deposit “clusters”

Magmatic rapidly advancing drill testing of priority targets, starting at Lady Ilse, utilising proven target definition tools, MIMDAS, porphyry pathfinder geochemistry
Wellington North Project
Magmatic tenure surrounds Boda discovery in northern Molong Belt
WIDE ZONE OF GOLD ANOMALISM
Wide zone of anomalous gold (~0.2g/t Au >200m wide)
Gold associated with pyrite stringers defined in shallow RC drilling (<150m depth),
78m at 0.22 g/t Au from 27m (LADY ILSE, CORC035) (MAG ASX: 16 October 2019)

WIDE ZONE OF PORPHYRY PATHFINDER GEOCHEMICAL ANOMALISM
Upper level ‘phyllic’ pyritic porphyry alteration has a distinct Au-Bi-Te-Cu porphyry pathfinder geochemical signature (MAG ASX: 16 October 2019)

MINERALISATION STYLE
Wide zone of anomalous gold (>0.2g/t Au) associated with pyrite stringers defined in shallow RC drilling (<150m depth), MIMDAS chargeability (~500m wide)

ROCKS / STRATIGRAPHY / GEOLOGICAL SETTING
Boda and Cadia-equivalent stratigraphy, being the Bodangora Formation and Kaiser Volcanics in the northern Molong Belt
Sits outboard of margin of intrusive complex

ALTERATION
Upper level ‘phyllic’ pyritic porphyry alteration characteristic of an upper level East Lachlan porphyry system (MAG ASX: 16 October 2019)

GEOPHYSICAL SIGNATURE (MIMDAS)
MIMDAS geophysics defines conductive features, beneath strongly chargeable zones, consistent with the distribution of alteration features at Cadia East
---

**Wellington North Project**  
**Lady Ilse – Cadia East Au-Cu Porphyry Analogue**

---

**GEOPHYSICAL SIGNATURE (MIMDAS)**

- MIMDAS geophysics defines conductive anomalies, beneath strongly chargeable and resistive zones, consistent with the distribution of alteration features at Cadia East (Cadia East Exploration Model, Holliday and Cooke 2007)

- IP chargeability coincident with gold anomalous zone (~180m wide), an important discovery feature at Boda (ALK ASX 13 February 2020)

- MIMDAS defines large open chargeability feature, defining a large porphyry pyrite halo = 500m wide x >600m long at Lady Ilse

- The existing Lady Ilse shallow, wide gold anomaly defined in RC drilling appears open being positioned at the western edge of the main chargeability anomaly, overlying a conductive porphyry target (MAG ASX 29 January 2020, 7 February 2020)

- MIMDAS successfully used at Cadia Valley, 'Deeper penetrating electrical geophysical applications including MIMDAS utilised with success (conventional systems visualise to 300m, MIMDAS can visualise to 1000m)' - Newcrest (2019)
Myall Cu-Au Porphyry Project
Porphyry deposits occur in clusters

CADIA VALLEY PORPHYRY CLUSTER
Six deposits

NORTHPARKES PORPHYRY CLUSTER
Five deposits

MAG’s MYALL PORPHYRY PROJECT
Potential for Cu-Au porphyry clusters

1. Cadia Valley mineralisation outline and Northparkes copper outline and deposit location are both from Phillips 2017. See Phillips 2017 for resources info.
Parkes Gold and Cu-Au Porphyry Project
Tomingley South discoveries highlight underexplored orogenic gold district

- Magmatic holds strategic position in emerging orogenic gold discovery hotspot, Parkes Fault Zone
- Along strike from Tomingley Gold Operations / Tomingley South Discoveries (ALK-TGO)
  - Roswell – San Antonio - El Paso Gold Trend ~7km (ALK ASX 17 January 2020)
  - Roswell Inferred Resource (ALK ASX 28 January 2020)
- MacGregors-Secrets, Stockmans targets gold intersections equivalent to early stage exploration results at Tomingley
  - ~20km Orogenic Gold Trend
- Large Cu-Au porphyry target at Buryan: **135m at 0.29% Cu, 0.17g/t Au** (from 254m) (MAG Prospectus ASX: 17/5/2017)
- MacGregors/MacGregors South:
  - 19m at 0.8 g/t Au, incl. 10m at 1.25 g/t Au (from 146m) (MAG Prospectus ASX: 17/5/2017)
  - 30m at 0.57 g/t Au, incl.15m at 0.74 g/t Au (from 108m) (MAG Prospectus ASX: 17/5/2017)
- Stockmans:
  - **22m at 0.79g/t Au** (from 45m in S1), incl. 14m at 1.01 g/t Au (from 47m) (MAG Prospectus ASX: 17/5/2017)
  - **12m at 1.42g/t Au** (from 7m in S2), incl. 6m at 2.44g/t Au (from 9m) (MAG Prospectus ASX: 17/5/2017)
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Disclaimer and Important Information

This is not a disclosure document. Any material used in this presentation is a summary of selected data, and any investor in the Company should refer to all Company ASX releases and statutory reports before considering to invest in the Company.

Any forward-looking information in this presentation has been prepared on the basis of a number of assumptions that may proven to be correct. Neither the Company, nor its officers, employees and advisors make or give any representation, warranty or guarantee in relation to this presentation.

The Company reserves the right to update, amend or supplement the Information in this presentation at any time in its absolute discretion without incurring any obligation to do so.

Forward-looking information is subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results to be materially different from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking information, including risks associated with investments in private and publicly listed companies such as the Company; risks associated with general economic conditions; the risk that further funding may be required but unavailable for the ongoing development of the Company’s projects or future acquisitions; changes in government regulations, policies or legislation; unforeseen expenses; fluctuations in commodity prices; fluctuation in exchange rates; litigation risk; restrictions on the repatriation of earnings by the Company’s subsidiaries; the inherent risks and dangers of mining exploration and operations in general; risk of continued negative operating cashflow; the possibility that required permits may not be obtained; environmental risks; uncertainty in the estimation of mineral resources and mineral reserves; general risks associated with the feasibility and development of each of the Company’s projects; foreign investment risks in Australia; changes in laws or regulations; future actions by government; breach of any of the contracts through which the Company holds property rights; defects in or challenges to the Company’s property interests; uninsured hazards; disruptions to the Company’s supplies or service providers; reliance on key personnel and retention of key employees.

Forward-looking information is based on the reasonable assumptions, estimates, analysis and opinions of management of the Company made in light of their experience and their perception of trends, current conditions and expected developments, as well as other factors that management believes to be relevant and reasonable in the circumstances at the date that such statements are made, but which may prove to be incorrect. The Company believes that the assumptions and expectations reflected in such forward-looking information are reasonable.

Assumptions have been made regarding, among other things: the Company’s ability to carry on its future exploration, development and production activities, the timely receipt of required approvals, the price of gold, copper and base metals, the ability of the Company to operate in a safe, efficient and effective manner and the ability of the Company to obtain financing as and when required and on reasonable terms. Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list is not exhaustive of all factors and assumptions which may have been used.

Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in forward-looking information, there may be other factors that cause results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. There can be no assurance that such information will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such information. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking information. The Company does not undertake to update any forward-looking information, except in accordance with applicable securities laws.

NO LIABILITY/SUMMARY INFORMATION
The Company has prepared the Presentation Materials based on information available to it at the time of preparation. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the information, opinions and conclusions contained in the Presentation Materials. To the maximum extent permitted by law, the Company, its related bodies corporate (as that term is defined in the Corporations Act 2001 (Commonwealth of Australia)) and the officers, directors, employees, advisers and agents of those entities do not accept any responsibility or liability including, without limitation, any liability arising from fault or negligence on the part of any person, for any loss arising from the use of the Presentation Materials or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with it.

Exploration results detailed in this presentation have previously been reported to the ASX or in the independent geologist report contained in the Prospectus lodged on 18 May 2017. References to metal endowments are current to January 2017. Endowment = current resource plus production. Coordinate system on maps is MGA94 Zone 55 unless otherwise stated.

COMPETENT PERSONS STATEMENT
The information in this document that relates to Exploration Results, Mineral Resources or Ore Reserves is based on information compiled by Mr Peter Duerden who is a Registered Professional Geoscientist (RPGeo) and member of the Australian Institute of Geoscientists. Mr Duerden is a full-time employee of, and has associated shareholdings in, Magmatic Resources Limited, and has sufficient experience which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which he is undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2012 Edition of the “Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves”. Mr Duerden consents to the inclusion in this presentation of the matters based on his information in the form and context in which it appears.

Additionally, Mr Duerden confirms that the entity is not aware of any new information or data that materially affects the information contained in the ASX releases referred to in this report.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
This presentation does not constitute an offer to acquire or sell or a solicitation of an offer to sell or purchase any securities in any jurisdiction. In particular, this presentation does not constitute an offer, solicitation or sale to any U.S. person or in the United States or any state or jurisdiction in which such an offer, tender offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful. The securities referred to herein have not been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), and neither such securities nor any interest or participation therein may not be offered, or sold, pledged or otherwise transferred, directly or indirectly, in the United States or to any U.S. person absent registration or an available exemption from, or a transaction not subject to, registration under the United States Securities Act of 1933.